**Future City at Nationals**

Team Star Je Novi Mladi had a fantastic time in Washington D.C.! Our team was at the top of their game, and they made us proud! While we did not bring home any more trophies, we scored higher than we did at the Minnesota Regionals, and we finished 14th out of 44 teams from across the US, Canada, and as far as away as China! Not bad for our first time! We also learned a TON of things to do for next year. We look forward to competing hard next year and returning to D.C.!

The team would like to thank EVERYONE that helped us out along the way, but especially Ms. Wender for making our good presentation great, and their sixth and seventh hour teachers for being so understanding as they missed class to rehearse!

For more photos of our trip, as well as a video of our final presentation, please go to JPMS STEAM on Twitter @JPMSSTEAM, or on Facebook @JPMSSTEAM.

**JPMS Speller Advances to Regionals**

8th grader Linnea Oiumet is preparing to represent Justice Page Middle School and Minneapolis Public Schools at the Metro ECSU (Educational Cooperative Services Unit, who also help put on Future City in Minnesota) Regional Spelling bee on March 27th at Jeanne d’Arc auditorium at St. Catherine University in St. Paul. Congratulations to Linnea and Mr. Jungwirth!

**JPMS in Debate Tournament**

FROM: Minnesota Urban Debate League

Greetings from The Minnesota Urban Debate League! We want to congratulate your students for their performance at the Oprah Winfrey Middle School Debate Tournament at Central High School.

Coaches Cecilia Cosgrove and Grace Klage have worked hard with your students, and it shows!

It was the first tournament of the year for these debaters, but they were not intimidated. Congratulations to Dominick Navarre & Victor Sanchez, who both earned speaker awards in the novice division. The debaters who earn speaker awards have been given the most points to recognize superior research and argumentation skills, so this is an impressive accomplishment! Congratulations, also, to Winona Waterman.

We’re so glad that Justice Page Middle School’s students came to debate with us. Thank you for your support. We can’t wait to see what they’ll do next!
History Day Regional Qualifiers

FROM: Mr. Nutter and Ms. Peterson

INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITS:
Lucy Cullen: The White Rose Movement
Simone Pierotti: Kristallnacht
Eva Matsumoto: UPROOT! The story of 130,000 Japanese Americans
Julija Pone: The Bread Basket Of Europe Starved
Max Wuest: Polio Pioneers
Thanh Goessling: The 1965 AFL All-Star Game Boycott
Brynn Oldham: The Fire That Struck America

INDIVIDUAL WEBSITES:
Aidan Jones: Battle Of Midway: A Turning Point In The Pacific
Andreas Drekonja: The Cuban Missile crisis
Beatrice Dankowski-Healey: Einstein Letters
Salman Zahir: The Holodomor
Muhammad Al-Homoud- Palestinian- Israeli Conflict

GROUP WEBSITES:
Leela Hart/Olivia Samaha: Love Canal Disaster
Leah Cierzan/Ella Gernander/Isabel Lue: Women Air Force Service Pilots
Elias Hillman-Emelianoff/Jackie Faust: The Tulsa Massacre
Hudson Borchardt/ Max Melancon: The Cuban Missile Crisis

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES:
Marcus Williams: Racial Conflict in the Academy Awards
Ben Musser: Rising for Irish Independence

GROUP PERFORMANCES:
Sylvia Thompson/Elena Ruch/Davie Zukor-Zimmermann: The Willmar 8
Avery Reilkoff/Eleanor Payne/Ellery Dean: FREE
Addy Frye/Addie Manthey: Sarah and Angelina Grimké, Slavery in the 1840s

INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTARY:
Gigi Miller: Rosalind Franklin, The battle of the Sexes in Science
Ava Vischer: The Little Rock Nine
Ebba Nordstrom: The Minneapolis Teamsters’ Strikes
Mazie Thingelstad: Irena Sendler, small in stature, big in impact
Adie Bruce: Photojournalism in the Vietnam War

GROUP DOCUMENTARY:
Eva Breiland/Ella Larsen: The Hidden Holocaust
Ajani Rha Brudenell/Daniel Devaraj: The Rohingya Persecution
Leo Markus/Nate King/Anli Kong: Alan Turing And The Enigma

GROUP EXHIBIT BOARD
Anna Knaus/Sylvie Nelesen: The White Rose Organization
Caitlin Hartney/Marcie Slade: Title IX: Battle of the Sexes
E’Rayah Shaw/Lizzy Lemon: Fannie Lou Hamer
Maggie McHugh/Helen Foster/Kate Krsnik: Women's Suffrage Parade of 1913
Ian Handrigan, Will Olson: Miracle On Ice
Editorial: Blue Tickets

BY: Najma Hussein

There should be no blue tickets because it is showing kids that if you do good things you will get a reward. I feel like you should do good things all the time. But at the same time kids are doing a good thing. What do you think of the tickets? Let us know at rmsrhinoreport@gmail.com

Choir and Orchestra Performance

BY: Olive Strike

On Thursday, the 8th of February, all three orchestras and both choirs performed. It was from 7:00 to 8:15 ish. First the beginner orchestra went, then the varsity, and then the professional orchestra went. After that, the varsity choir went and finally the concert choir. Then at the end, the two choirs performed two songs together. Everyone had a good time, and the concert(s) went pretty well. So congratulate your fellow classmates on their work!

Girl Scout Cookies

BY: Norah Popehn

All the cookie lovers are in for a treat, it’s Girl Scout cookie season! All the Girl Scout troops are selling cookies for only $4 per box! The gluten free ones are $5 per box. The types of cookies are Thin Mints, Caramel Delights, Peanut Butter Patties, Lemonades, the 2 kinds of S’mores, Shortbreads, Peanut Butter Sandwiches, Thanks-A-Lot, Savannah Smiles, Trios, and Toffee Tastic! The first type of S’mores is a crispy graham cookie dipped in yummy cream icing and dunked in chocolate. The second type of S’mores is a crunchy graham sandwich with creamy chocolate and marshmallow cream. Thin Mints are a mint flavored cookie coated in delicious chocolate YUM! The Caramel Delights are caramel toasted coconut cookies with chocolate drizzle. Peanut Butter Patties, a delicious wafer middle with peanut butter and chocolate coating. Shortbreads are just your average shortbread, but you shouldn’t be fooled by their plain description, they’re really good! Peanut Butter Sandwiches are shortbread cookies with peanut butter in the middle. Lemonades are also a shortbread cookie but with lemon icing on the bottom. Thanks-a-lots are another shortbread cookie but on the bottom they have chocolate icing. Savannah Smiles are a lemon cookie covered in powdered sugar. Trios, the gluten free cookie, it’s a peanut butter oatmeal cookie. Finally, Toffee Tastic, a rich buttery cookie with bits of toffee. So buy some girl scout cookies this winter. They stop selling in March, so hurry up and buy some!
Editorial: Breakfast Outrage

BY: Caroline Claeson

The school breakfast used to normally consist of some sort of hot food along with the classic apple slices, orange juice, milk and other usuals. However, now rather than having Cinnamon Toast Crunch, Raisin Bran, Frosted Mini Wheats, and Multi Grain Cheerios, they instead just have Raisin Bran and gluten-free Cinnamon Chex! The cinnamon doesn't even cover all of the Chex! Half of the so called “Cinnamon flavored” Chex don't even have the cinnamon flavor they are advertising. It just tastes like your run of the mill bland tasteless cereal.

$1000 To Share

BY: Kayana Smith

If I had to give 1000 dollars to someone, I would give it to my mom because she always does a lot for me and she would deserve it. If I had to give to another person, it would be my grandma because she loves me, and if I ever needed something from her, I know she would give it to me and help me with my problems.

Ruby Bridges: A Human Rights Leader

BY: Jazmine Rush

Can you imagine in the 1960s, people were so mean that they discriminated against a little girl? Ruby Bridges changed the town by going to an all white school.

Ruby was 6 years old when all this happened. She went to William Frantz Public School on November 14th, 1960. She was living in New Orleans, Louisiana. She is an African American. Ruby bridges was born September 8, 1954. Ruby is important because she never gave up. Article#23 universal declaration of human rights (udhr)

Don't discriminate: she kept going and never gave up hope. Ruby kept positive. Ruby focused on her school and graduated and wrote a book about her life. Ruby started the Ruby Bridges Foundation.

What I learned about Ruby Bridges was that although her family was poor, Ruby always preserved through the changes and never gave up hope. She never gave up hope to believe there's good in those people that hate and love. I think she changed history and I want to change history by stand-up for equality. And also by being the best kid singer or woman. Ruby Bridges a human rights leader.

The Princess Saves Herself

BY: Angela Collazo-Tamayo

You know when princesses always get saved by a true love’s kiss, a fairy, or a prince? Well that’s not what happened here.

Part 1

Christine and Stephen were the Queen and King.

They faced off many challenges, like villains trying to take away their territory. After 3 years of being married the Queen and King had a child named Charlotte. She was a lovable little girl. When she turned 3 she was already practicing being the queen. When she turned 5 she was very curious of everything around her, at age 10 she loved helping people. When she turned 13 she made friends with the whole village. At age 15 she went to the forest all alone, and that’s when it all started.

She loved looking at all the little plants and the huge trees, and when it was winter she always went sledding at her favorite part of the forest, and her favorite part of it is in the middle of the whole forest cause there’s a deep pit, and that’s where she slides. When it’s summer she likes rolling down the pit, and when she gets up all the flowers are on her hair. She loves going into the forest, but her parents have already warned her that it could be dangerous in there. But she didn’t mind. She said she was 15 and she could take care of herself.

Or could she...

The next day came by, and she went into the forest at about 5:30 p.m. She told her parents she’ll be back in an hour. Went she went to her favorite spot she spotted a slug. She laid on a rock to watch it slither, but she didn’t notice how tired she [was, and she] came home from school and she fell asleep.

TO BE CONTINUED...
Sister Act
BY: Kay Chula Jacobs
Lounge singer Deloris (Whoopi Goldberg) witnesses her somewhat mobster boyfriend Vince (Harvey Keitel) murder someone. After seeing the murder Deloris is relocated to a convent for protection. While she is disguising as a nun she is assigned to run the tone deaf choir. Later on Deloris make the choir soulful and popular to the community.

50 First Dates
BY: Kay Chula Jacobs
In this movie, you’ll meet player vet Henry Roth (Adam Sandler) who falls in love with sweet and caring Lucy (Drew Barrymore). The only problem is that she has short-term memory loss which causes her to forget what happened the day before. With this problem Henry tries to make Lucy fall in love with him everyday, and to get her caring friends and family believe that he really cares about her. So, what ends up happening? Guess you’ll have to find out.

Benny And Joon
BY: Kay Chula Jacobs
In this movie you’ll meet Benny (Aidan Quinn) who is very protective of his mentally disturbed sister Joon (Mary Stuart Masterson). Later Benny welcomes slightly strange Sam (Johnny Depp) into their home after Joon “won” him in a poker game. As Sam entertains Joon Benny realizes that they have started a relationship which causes him to kick Sam out. This causes a brother and sister fight which leads Joon to run away with Sam. After this Joon soon realizes that she might need her brother after all. What happens next? Guess you’ll have to find out!

Almost Famous
BY: Kay Chula Jacobs
In this movie you’ll be sent back to 1973 where you’ll meet 15 year old William (Patrick Fugit) a big fan of rock and roll who just landed an assignment from ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE to interview up and coming band Stillwater. Later on when he meets the lead guitarist Russell (Billy Crudup) and the rest of the band, William ends up going on an amazing and wonderful journey with the band’s tour even though his protective mother disagrees.

Student Artist: Devin Wooldridge

Horoscope
BY: Bert Hudson
Aries: (Mar 21- Apr 19) You shall find something quite nostalgic.
Taurus: (Apr 20 - May 20) You shall find what was previously lost.
Gemini: (May 21 - June 20) You will manage to enlighten yourself on a particular topic.
Cancer: (June 21- July 22) You will beat a previous record.
Leo: (July 23- Aug 22) You will find your inner bravery.
Virgo: (Aug 23- Sept 22) You will find the answer to a deep question.
Libra: (Sept 23 - Oct 22) You will manage to break your limits.
Scorpio: (Oct 23- Nov 21 ) You will defy stereotypes.
Sagittarius: (Nov 22 - Dec 21) You will hit the bullseye of a metaphorical target.
Capricorn: (Dec 22 - Jan 19) You will break through a metaphorical barrier.
Aquarius: (Jan 20 - Feb 18) You will find the willpower to move mountains.
Pisces: (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Your soul will fly where eagles dare.
Based on the Hot Wheel Acceleracers Drone’d series. Everything made by me!

My first good looking model. Everything but the dirt made by me!

High Voltage made by me and CM6 wheels made by Hot Wheels.

Everything made by me except the background.

Rat-ified, CM6/CM5 wheels, ice and rock models made by me.

Synkro, Rivited, and Power Rage ripped from Hot Wheels Track Attack.

Based off of Acceleracers card game.

CM6 wheels on Synkro NOT made by me.

What’s For Lunch?

| 1. Chef Shack Nachos with Turkey & Salsa & Beauty Heart Radishes, Fiesta Corn & Beans, Mint Frozen Yogurt |
| 2. Cheese Pizza Cod Cut Combo Sub |
| 3. Turkey Bologna & Cheese Sandwich |
| 4. Grilled Cheese Sandwich Potato Wedges Cod Cut Combo Sub |
| 5. Turkey Burger or Vegetarian Burger Diced Sweet Potatoes Bagel Yogurt Pack |
| 6. Swedish Meatballs with Pasta & Green Beans |
| 7. Chicken Bites with BBQ Sauce Peas & Carrots, Dinner Roll Dell Turkey & Cheese Sandwich |
| 8. Beef Tacos with Toppings Turkey Bologna & Cheese Sandwich |
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